Don't forget to visit our website at https://extension.arizona.edu/maricopa to do with how they transported lettuce in days long gone by! Thanks to everyone in Premium Farms” hat for knowing the origins of the name “Iceberg” lettuce. Hint - it had

Tour, highlighting the agriculture in the Yuma area. I attended and even won a “Desert to navigate the city traffic. Our Agricultural Literacy and STEM Education program are 100% online at this time. Many people appreciate not having to drive to the Cotton production meeting, and Dr. Ayman Mostafa presented at the SouthWest to our youth. Our Pesticide Safety Education program continued to offer online thanks to all the staff, volunteers, and families that worked so hard in bringing programs attended the University guidelines halted in-person activities, the Program switched major our research were phenomenal. The Program delivered even more educational training more.

4 educational activities of the program during the first quarter of 2021, and planning for individual visits, and Zoom. Many clienteles sent photos or videos of the issues they had, continued to communicate with clientele through the weekly newsletter, phone calls, By

Directors Cut videos were an effective alternative in distributing the results of these trials to happier in 2020 are here to stay. I look forward to tackling these changes and adapt more.
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30 youth visited the Annual Arizona Dairy Tour (AAMG) online chat has been opportunity for public in all angles: Arizona Department of Water Resources, local water Districts, on-river representative from the Governor's office, Secretary of State Katie Hobbs, State for the rest meet the new team of Project CENTRL Alumni. A total of 12 teams of 5-7 graduates participated in this pilot opportunity for growth and development.

Several of the seven Project CENTRL Alumni elected to the State Legislature.
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